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Public meeting debates
safety of Diablo Canyon
Geologists, Poly profs argue that
plant can’t withstand major quake
By Nadya Wmiams

que fault (see illustration, page
7). Instead of each side sliding
Debate concerning the safety past one another, it has been
of Diablo Canyon Nuclear power sugested that the east side of the
plant is intensifying with new in fault is sliding up and over its
formation coming to light about west side.
the Hosgri earthquake fault,
In addition, the primary local
three miles offshore.
group th a t opposes Diablo,
An all-day hearing took place Mothers for Peace, says that
at the Grange Hall in San Luis during a five-year study in the
Obispo last week to address this mid-1980s, five new active faults
and many other aspects of the were discovered in the area
around the plant, complicating
Diablo plant.
the issue. The Hosgri fault still is
Public comment, both for and assumed to be the mcyor threat,
against, was heard during the but there is no general agreement
morning and evening sessions, about the implications of other
with several Cal Poly professors faults in the area.
speaking against the plant. The
S c ie n tis ts o rig in a lly had
forum was the first meeting with predicted in the 1970s that the
the public of the Independent fault was capable of generating a
Safety Committee since its in 7.2 magnitude quake. After
ception nearly 18 months ago.
many public hearings and several
The primary focus of concern motions to stop work. Pacific
centered around new evidence Gas and Electric Co. agreed in
gathered about the Hosgri fault the late 7 0 s to upgrade con
since the Oct. 17 Loma Prieta struction and retrofit safety
quak?. Some scientists with the supports to withstand such a
U.S. Geological Survey say that quake. Retrofitting, however,
the fault, originally discovered in was made more difficult when it
1971 and thought to be a strike- was found th at many of the sup
slip fault (like the San Andreas), ports were backward because
might in reality be a thrust-obli
S e e D IA BLO , p age 7
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Original fiction to be
read at Poly Voices
Writers present
their works at
Sandwich Plant
By Laura Daniels

_________________________

I f you are looking for some
thing to break up the monotony
o f San Luis Obispo's infamous
night life, be sure to attend Poly
Voices, part of the WriterSpeak
series, Wednesday evening at the
Sandwich Plant.
Glenn Irvin, interim dean of
the School of Liberal Arts, and
Paula Huston, an English grad
uate student, will read original
fiction at 7 p.m. Each will read
one work: Irvin’s "Spinning
Bull" and Huston’s "Arc of the
Ellipse."
"Spinning Bull" is a comic
story about a teenager who is

forced to follow up a promise
made in front of friends to ride a
bull.
"Arc of the Ellipse" is a more
serious piece about the emotional
conflict a woman feels over her
mother’s failing health.
Written about three years ago,
Irvin said he gets his ideas from
his personal background, in
cluding his childhood experiences
in Williams, Axis., a small highcountry town.
Irvin calls his stories "verbal
pyrotechnics doused with casks
of stagnant syntax."
While Irvin said it has always
been natural for him to write, he
stopped creative writing after he
completed his schooling until five
years ago.
“I’ve always ei\joyed writing,"
Irvin said. "It’s a hobby. You
have to have some sort of recrea
tion."
He stopped his creative writing
S e e R E A D IN G S, page 12

The budget
g a m e ...
Guest columnist A.J.
Buffa explains the
California budget
system...and how cuts
are going to hurt Cal
Poly as a whole.
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Some of the 280 participants in Sunday night's AIDS march gather on the steps of the courthouse In remem
brance of those who have died of the disease.

Wet weather no damper for
250 who join in AIDS march
By Ann Slaughter
SUflWmar

A ch a n g e o f w e a th e r
brought a change in plans for
the annual International AIDS
Candlelight Memorial March
held Sunday night in San Luis
Obispo.
Walkers had planned to start
the candlelight march from the
San Luis Obispo Veteran’s
Hall to the courthouse to listen
to four speakers and a singer

pay homage to people who
have died from the AIDS
virus. Because of rain and fear
of the performers being elec
trocuted, Phil Bachelor, presi
dent of AIDS Support Net
work (ASN), decided to hold
the presentation a t the Vets
Hall and then march to the
courthouse.
A group of approximately
250 people lit their candles, sat
down and listened to the first

speaker, Terry Foster, an ASN
volunteer. There are a lot of
people to blame as far as AIDS
is concerned, Foster said. The
media, the educators, religious
leaders and mostly the gov
ernment are to blame. “I’m
blaming them for the fact
they’re not bringing the atten
tion that the virus is entirely a
part of our society, not ju st the
Third W orld,"Foster said. Third
S e e M ARCH, page 10

SMART! en cou rages m inority ju n io r
high students to study m ath, scien ce
B y lin a M. Ramo«

Suwwrtf_______________
Editor’s note: This is the third in
a series o f articles showcasing
programs designed to encourage
underrepresented students to
pursue higher education.
*'
SMART! (Science and Math
Are Really Terrific!) is another
outreach program that works
with junior high school students
to help them develop into poten
tial college applicants.
The program was developed by
interim dean of the School of
Science and Mathematics, Harry
Fierstine and the school’s educa
tion equity committee. Philip
Bailey, the interim vice president

for Academic Affairs administers
the program. An eight-member
C a l P o ly c o m m it t e e , tw o
counselors (from each jxmior high
school) and Su san Somppi,
outreach officer from Student
Academic Services, serve as the
advisory board to the program.
The SMART! program began
with two schools: Judkins In
te r m e d ia te in P ism o and
Paulding Intermediate in Arroyo
Grande. This year, Flamson
Middle School in Paso Robles
also became involved. These
schools were selected because all
have the same number of under
represented minority students
and feed into Arroyo Grande

In INSIGHT...
Undocumented migrant
workers have been called
//
the invisible population. //
Marianne Biasotti spoke
with some of them in SLO
County, about their lives,
jobs and hopes.

•Third in a 5-part series
High School, which facilitates
the program’s activities.
The goal of the program is to
encou rage u n d errep resen ted
students to enroll in college
preparatory classes in high
school and to major in science,
mathematics or related subjects
in college.
“By the year 2005, there will
be a deficit of a quarter of a
million engineers, mathemati
cians and scientists in this coun
try," Fierstine said. “We also
have a growing population of
minority students, and we need
S e e O U TREA CH , page 12

National
champions...
Cal Poly's women's
track team took first at
nationals. The men took
fourth. Find out the
individual winners.
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Taking the wrong road to rights
The proposed Civil Rights Act of 1990, in its present form, is
an attempt to push civil rights law — once so nobly focused on
ending race discrimination in the United States — deeper into the
thicket of race and gender preferences.
The bill seeks to attack bias in the workplace by making it
easier for workers to sue employers for discrimination in hiring or
promotion. In particular, it aims to reverse several recent
Supreme Court decisions widely seen to vitiate the ability of
minority and female workers to contest unfairness.
The bill has some worthy elements. It would permit workers to
challenge bias in promotions under a statute the Supreme Court
said applies only to hiring, and it reconfirms that civil rights laws
are to be generously interpreted, to give them, as we’ve argued
before, a “broad sweep.”
But the key provision of the act is troubling. It would let a
plaintiff, without proof of intentional discrimination by an
employer, show with statistics that the plaintiffs group is
underrepresented in the employer’s work force...
This would be an extremely hard test for even the most fairminded employer to pass. The easiest way to avoid defending
such a lawsuit would be to establish hire-by-numbers quotas that
ensure “proportional” representation of all groups...
The object of affirmative action should not, however, be to
guarantee to selected groups “proportiontd” representation in
the work force. That approach is likely to be both impractical and
unfair.

Excerpted from The Christian Science Monitor (May 29).
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Letters to the E d itor
dance records bear this o u t True,
Giant games played in L.A. have
drawn more fans in recent years,
but that’s only because they fi
nally have a decent team.
I laugh when you call L.A. fans
Chris Soderquist’s “B attle of ‘Tront runners.” I suppose this
the Califomias” (May 24) was explains the 3 million fans the
well-intended but missed an Dodgers drew in 1986, when the
essential element of the so-called team finished with a woeful 75-87
North-South sports rivalry in record. The last I saw the Giants
this state. While the typical Bay with a record that bad. Candle
Area fan h ates L.A., your stick Park was a lonely mausole
average smog-bound Dodger fan um. The miserable 1985 Giants
doesn’t really care one way or team, for example, drew only
another about Herb Caen’s 818,000 fans for the year, third
favorite city. Or its teams.
worst in the Major Leagues.
Having lived at both ends of That even made the notoriously
the state (but confessing to be a pitiful Atlanta Braves’ fans look
die-hard Dodgers/Rams/Lakers good.
f a n ) , I fin d S o d e r q u is t ’s
Truth be told. Bay Area fans
stereotypical perceptions of the
are
jealous whiners who don’t
L.A. fan somewhat amusing, but
even
realize what good teams
unfortunately not correct. We
don’t hate you. We ju st don’t they’ve got. The A’s could be a
dynasty, the 49ers already are,
care about you. We don’t, really!
and
even the Giants aren’t too
Now I realize you are bound by
bad.
But to read the Chronicle
jealousy to believe that a Nor
after
a rare 49ers loss is like
th-South rivalry exists. But it
reading
an obituary for a head of
doesn’t. Yes, I know that a three
state.
They’ve
only won four
game series with the Dodgers at
Super Bowls, guys. The team
Candlestick is sold out weeks in
advance. But face the cold truth: doesn’t need whining fans and
columnists to bitch at them.
in L.A., Dodger fans would
I’m sorry, but the only rivalry
rather see the Mets or Reds (the
real rivals of the Dodgers) than in this state exists in heads of
they would that vaudeville show Bay Area fans. In an attempt to
from the wine country. Atten assuage their severe inferiority

Rivalry only in
Bay Area’s mind

complex with regard to the
southern half of the state, they
feel they must invent a m>^hical
rivalry. Well, give it up! You
guys don’t need us to make you
feel important; you do it pretty
well by yourselves.
Jo h n R ick e n b a ch
CRP

Letter of thanks
for escort service
Once again, on behalf of the
Department of Public Safety, I
wish to commend and thank the
fraternities who staffed the
Escort Service during the past
year. Fraternity members have
provided the most important
program to assure that Cal Poly
is one of the safest campuses in
the state university system. My
hat is off to these great guys who
showed up night after night to
provide the service. To my
knowledge, this is a first in the
U.S., and the only program
which has functioned on a conti
nuing basis. Again, thanks for a
job well done and much appreci
ated.
R ich a rd C. B ru g
Director of Public Safety

C o m m e n ta ry
Living w ith in o u r m eans
By A.J. Buffa
Come one, come all to the annual CSU budget carnival! Ride the
giant roller coaster! Only one in the world with 99 percent of the
“dips” of the “down” variety. Students — be sure to try the
“CAPTURE Lotto” game — your chances of winning are con
siderably less than last year, which, of course, was considerably less
than the year before. But hey, don’t let that worry you, ju st plunk
down your money and take your chances! Come one, come all to the
“grating-est” show on earth! The Deukmejian, Sacramento and
Taxpayers Carnival welcomes you all.
Seriously, students and faculty, once again we are about to be
treated to our annual budget bashing. I see by the L.A. Times
headlines that the state is about $4 billion short of a total budget of
about $50 billion. Given past history, I estimate that this will
translate into about a four percent cut for Cal Poly or, assuming a
yearly budget of about $60 million, a cut of between two and three
million dollars for next year. This year the cuts were “only” about
one million. So relative to two years ago, our budget will be down
about three to four million dollars! Plan on it.
As an interesting sidenote: keep in mind that in a normal (i.e. just
“bare bones”) budget year, we get only about 91 percent of the
formula-generated teaching positions. This may not be common
knowledge amongst the students, but it is required by “salary sav
ings” for us to turn back to the state the equivalent of nine percent
of our budgeted positions. No wonder class availability is so lousy.
Similarly, in many of our budget years a lot of the technical
departments have their equipment budgets slashed to ZERO — this
includes secretarial equipment in the departmental offices! The way
we get to buy new equipment is through the illegal moving of funds
from lottery areas to budget areas. The lottery act specifically ruled
out making use of the lottery monies for normally budgeted items,
but every year our budget is essentially reduced by ju st the amount
of money the administrators can illegally transfer back into the
system from the lottery.
So ... what are we collectively going to do about the budget situa
tion? There are things I have been advocating at my department
level for years, but what will probably happen will be “business as
usual” as far as the administrators are concerned. “Oh well, what
the heck, weHl ju st teach as usual, even with a less than adequate
budget.” Note that the “we” is the faculty and students, not the
administration. It is always that way. So, as a faculty member, next
year I can look forward to no raise (even though inflation is running
higher than any year since 1980) and more students per class, per
office hour, more tests to grade, etc. Students can be guaranteed it
will be tougher to get into classes, they’ll have less access to pro
fessors, computer labs, etc.
Here’s what we should do, though it may not sit too well with
many of you: the shortfall, based on state support of about $5,000
per student per year, amounts to the equivalent of about 500 stu
dents. Let me suggest that we send out immediately 500 cancella
tions of acceptances to next year’s fall quarter new students. This
could be done across the board by percentage per major. Alter
natively, the cuts could be handled by limiting the number of units
the average student takes. Currently this is about 12.5 units per
quarter. Trimming it to 12.0 would reduce the demand on the deci
mated budget. Of course, we could hope and pray that more money
will come our way, and all will be fine. Past history tells us this will
not happen. In fact, I predict even deeper cuts than above if Pro
position 111 does not pass.
Why do I suggest such devastation? I have learned from history
that by accomodating all the past budget cuts, all we have proved is
that we make due with less. Where will it end? Eventually, Cal Poly
will consist of one faculty member per department doing all the
teaching and research — with the same number of administrators, of
course! We do no one a service by cutting and squeezing — all we do
is set ourselves up for more cuts. By not performing a service if it is
not in the budget, we will assure ourselves that people will begin
complaining, and perhaps, Sacramento will finally hear. Currently
our department gets sporadic calls from irate parents asking why
their hotshot physics major, Johnny Quantum, can’t get Physics
131. We give them the Governor’s number. That is, in my estima
tion, the only way things will get better here. By continuing to
smile, and put up with less and less, we are contributing to the
eventual demise of the CSU system as we know it today! It is
ridiculous to ask a physics department to survive with no budgeted
new equipment year after year. Yet, by illegally using lottery
money, we have proved to the government that we don’t need that
item in the budget.
Current students: how are you going to feel next year when you
have 500 (unbudgeted) new students to compete with for classes? 1
suggest it is to your advantage to ask that these students not be
admitted. How will these new students feel when they get no units
from CAPTURE and have to beg for units?
Faculty: think twice before going over budgeted enrollment limits
for your classes. Stick to your guns. Tear up those obnoxious purple
overload forms! You are only doing the collective university harm
by “making do.”
Let’s make sure that next year we give the taxpayers exactly
what their budget calls for, and no more. Let us hope that each
taxpayer that complains is channeled to Sacramento. Maybe if the
legislators get enough phone calls, they will see that we have a
serious budget problem.
If we, as a university, continue to put up with all the students
they shove at us and with decreasing budgets, then we have no one
to blame but ourselves for the deterioration of educational quality
that is continuing at an ever increasing pace.

A.J. Buffa is a physics pntfessor at Cal Poly
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Political science professor talks
about changing social patterns
Compares these
transformations
to technology

two centuries has not realized
technology as a political issue,
but has described it as a neutral
thing.
“One of the most prevalent
ideas in modem thought is to be
lieve somehow our liberation
would be realized automatically
— as a kind of spin-off of the
evolution of technical means,
rather than achieved by any kind
of focused intelligence or strug
gle,” said Winner.
Too many developments, he
said, are destructive when seen
in a broad context. Such obvious
destruction is the deterioration
of the environment, depletion of
the ozone layer, acid rain, global
climate change and toxic waste
problems, like pollution of the
ocean.
“What I see,” he said, “are in
novations that are certainly effi
cient but which are questionable
regarding what kind of habitats
they provide.”
C om m unication technology
employs deliberate attempts to
control people’s thoughts, desires
and behaviors.
“We are developing com
m u n ic a tio n s y s t e m s t h a t
frustrate human communica
tions,” Winner said.
Computer technology is used
to dwindle away people’s privacy
and freedom.
Information technology (like
automated teller machines) do
away with places of context that
were places of community life
and social gathering, he said.
Manufacturing development
S e e W IN N ER, page 4

By Jen a Thompson
s ta rt W riter

_________________________________

In the competitive struggle to
develop new technologies and
sustained economic growth, the
technological experts and policy
makers in the United States
regularly design, build, perfect
and implement systems that
make people feel passive and
stupid, said Langdon Winner,
professor of political science at
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
in New York.
Winner spoke in the Cal Poly
theater Thursday night about
sweeping changes in worldwide
social patterns in connection to
technology.
The attitude created in the
U n ite d S t a t e s fro m t h i s
breathless pace of change has
generated a frame of mind that
causes people to think about
working faster to implement new
technologies, never thinking
about where the technological
change is carrying them, he said.
Winner offered a different ap
proach — to think about the
meaning of these changes.
He said that technology is
closely woven together with
culture, society and politics in a
world where people are depen
dent on and shaped by devices
and systems. He said people are
affected and shaped more by the

J O H A N N A K O M N S K I/M u tta n g D a ily

Langdon Winner, a professor at
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute In
New York, speaks Thursday about
technology and changing worldwide
social patterns.

side-effects of technology than
by the results thought to be
primary.
For instance, after listing all
kinds o f in stru m en ta l and
economical advantages taken
from industrial revolutions, what
was also true with those kinds of
changes was that a whole new
society was created. Significant
after-effects were the relation
sh ip s betw een people and
machines, which arose as sec
ondary consequences.
He said the philosophy of
modern civilization over the last
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Hot seat...

P h o to * b y M IK E M c M IL L A N /M u a ta n g D a ily

Three fire engines responded :o s fire In s men's bathroom on the
first floor of the Administration building on Monday. A Public Safety
Investigator said there Is a "strong possibility of arson." Above right,
smoke damage was so extensive, workers had to scrub the ceilings
and hallway. Above left, the charred remains of the toilet where the
fire began.

Ask Again!
If you were told you couldn't wear contact lenses,
ask again! Today's technology makes contact
lenses available in just about everyone's prescription
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W IN N E R
From page 3
controls the production process
by eliminating as much human
in itiative and creativ ity as
possible, he said.
“Some of the most heralded
varieties of high technology
nowadays seek to diminish the
likelihood that people will initiate
action on their own,” said Win
ner.
He compared two children’s
games as examples.
First, marbles. When children

bA n t h o n y &
I

I

»

t

they go along, continuallycreating and re-creating the
norms about what’s good and
what’s fair.
“So the tradition of marbles as
a form of life is an example of
what might be true recreation, or
re-creation — the re-creation and
renewal of social bonds,” ex
plained Winner.
The children have to create
social relationships to enable the
game to continue.
Compared with the game of

marbles, a computerized video
game is a one-on-one challenge
between a machine and a person.
Winner said it is possible for one
to become skillful at such games,
but the skill is always at the level
of behavior — responding to cues
on the screen. Skill is never that
of action, he said. One does not
shape the possibilities of the
game or ponder its rules or join
with others in reshaping the
rules.
In projecting the dominant

forms of political culture that are
likely to prevail in the coming
century. Winner said there will
be more and more automated
systems.
Winner said the ultimate ques
tion concerning the decision
makers in our society is, which
societies will prove the most
competative by the time the 21st
century rolls around.
But Winner said the most in
teresting question is not who will
S e e W IN N ER, page 8
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The following Declaration is a condensed version of an original draft by the
University for Peace in Costa Rica and the government of Costa Rica, It is being
circulated worldwide for endorsement and action as an endeavor of citizen
diplomacy.
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get together to play the game,
they first draw a circle to play
within. But beyond the simple
conditions of the game, the rules
are up for grabs. In fact, sug
g e s te d W in n e r , w a tc h in g
children play the game of mar
bles is watching an on-going pro
cess of negotiation eind rulemaking. They will debate and
negotiate as to what counts as a
hit. They will debate whether the
circle is too big or too small. The
players get to invent the game as
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DECLARATION OF HUMAN RESPO N SIBILITIES
FOR PEACE AND SUSTAIN ABLE DEVELOPM ENT
CHAPTER I - THE UNITY OF THE WORLD
Article 1: Everything that exists is part of an unfolding, interdependent
universe. Therefore, the development of all human cultures is an integral
part of the universe.
Article 2: Life on earth is diverse, and each manifestation of life depends
upon a system of natural resources that nature provides. Human beings
hove the choice to use these life-giving resources for the well-being of
themselves and future generations, or to destroy it for all.

CHAPTER II - THE UNITY OF THE HUMAN FAMILY
Article 3: Each unique human being belongs inseparably to the human
family, and each depends upon others for existence, well-being and devel
opment and is the beneficiary of fundamental and inalienable rights.
Article 4: Each human being has the same basic needs and the right to
seek the fullest potential of personal achievement.

CHAPTER III - HUMAN CHOICES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Article 5: Altruism, compassion and love are intrinsic qualities of all
human beings. The development of these qualities nurtures responsibility,
which is an inherent aspect of every relationship in which human beings are
involved.
Article 6: Of all living beitngs, humans have the unique capacity
consciously to protect or to damage the quality and conditions of life on
earth.
Article 7: At this critical point in history, human choices are crucial — the
earth s survival is threatened by war and aggression, abuse of the environ
ment and excessive consumption. Conduct that leads to peace and sustain
able devlopment is the responsibility of individuals acting together.
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CHAPTER IV - A REORIENTATION TOWARD PEACE AND
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Article 8. Governments ond internotional agencies at all levels have the
responsibility to promote peace and sustainability by administering collective
solutions to problems in a manner consistent with the protection of human
rights and the preservation of the environment.
San Luis Obispo County Beyond War thanks all
the endorsers of our Earth Day Project.
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INSIGHT

Migrant Workers: California's
invisible workforce
T

here is a significant population living in San Luis
Obispo county that is virtually hidden from the

rest of the world; these people probably never have
voted, they are not seen in town and they do not speak
the native language, yet they comprise one of Califor
nia’s most important workforces.
We do not hear much about migrant farm workers,
who sweat behind California’s reputation as one of the
the world’s top fruit and vegetable producing areas.
Francisco is from Michoacan, Mexico, and works in a
snow pea field off Highway 1. When a fiiend in Mexico
told him about the job in San Luis Obispo, he decided to
flee the economic despair of his country. Although his
family still lives in Mexico, the minimum wage he earns
in the field gives him reason to stay here.
Francisco feels lucky to have this job, where he has
worked 10 hours a day, seven days a week for the past
five years. He says it is nearly impossible to find work
without first knowing somebody.
Even though a crop like lettuce pays top price ranging
from seven-to-10 dollars an hour, about twice as much as
snow peas, Francisco says he has never wanted to switch
crops. Lettuce picking, he explains, is very difficult
because the workers must stoop all day to cut the stalks.
Also, since lettuce is a larger industry, its workers are
checked more carefully for legal documents.
Guillermo, also from Mexico, works in a lettuce field
and can make between 60 and 100 dollars a day, depen
ding on the number of boxes he has filled with heads of
“If the boss doesn’t want to pay for a
week’s wages, what can they (migrant
workers) do?”
More serious than ripping off un
documented workers are some horror
stories Blank has worked with on near
by farms:
•A M o t t o Bay grower was sued by
Blank for the living conditions of his
labor camp. Seven men paid $20 apiece
lettuce. The going rate is about 60
cents a box, and on a good day
Guillermo says he can fill 200 boxes in
10 hours.
He is happy with his employer, who
not only pays him every week but also
provides worker^s compensation and
insurance for his family. Guillermo has
lived here over 10 years and qualified
under the 1986 Immigration Reform
and Control Act, which provided
amnesty to all undocumented workers
in the United States before 1986.
Not all migrant workers have perma
nent residency or their legal papers,
and for them, it is even more dangerous
when farm work entails fraud.
The rights of migrant workers are the
subject of a battle being waged in the
state courts, and a local attorney is
fighting on the front line.
Mike Blank, of California Rural Legal
Assistance, along with another a t
torney represents migrant workers in
San Luis Obispo county.
“I prefer calling them ‘undocumented
workers’ rather than ‘illegal aliens,’ ”
Blank said. ‘T h e majority of them
work their buns off, they ju st don’t
have papers.”
Although Blank says most migrant
workers are now documented since
1986, still a significant number are not.

each month to live in a small trailer without water, a
toilet or electricity, and plenty of rats.
•A worker on a Los Osos Valley Road farm got sick and
was kicked off the land without pay. After sleeping in a
ditch for two weeks, he went back to the farm to get hia
money, where he was beaten by the owner.

"I prefer calling them
^undocumented workers^
rather than Illegal aliens/ The
majority of them work their
buns off^ they just don't have
papers"
•In Oxnard a slave labor camp was discovered a couple
of months ago. The grower hired a “coyote” to smuggle
undocumented workers across the border, paying $300 a
head. The workers were forced to buy their groceries
from the grower, and they were beaten if they tried to
leave the farm.
‘T h is is the idea that T own the land and everything
on it,”’ Blank said with disgust.
Although there are many existing laws to protect
migrant workers, Blank said, there are very few agencies
to enforce them.
Chuck Logan is the Farm Labor Specialist for the U.S.

Department of Labor, and is the sole supervisor for six
Central California counties including San Luis Obispo.
“The housing conditions (provided migrant workers)
are deplorable up there,” Logan said, refusing to discuss
any specific cases.
A problem he would discuss is the use of child labor in
the fields. It is not uncommon, he said, for entire families
to work in the fields with children from toddlers to 17
year-olds. Not only are there laws limiting the type of
work children under 16 can do, but the parents are the
only ones being paid for their work.
“We find a lot of children in the fields who shouldn’t
be there,” Logan said. “We’ve started going out looking
for them on weekends.”
The United States Office of Education says migrant
children usually receive only an elementary school
education, and only 11 percent reach the 12th grade.
Fifty-three percent of the migrants who drop out of
school do so to help support their families, according to
the U.S. Civil Rights Commission.
Daniel, a sharecropper of a snow pea field, is proud
that his children, ages 12 and 16, go to school during the
day in Morro Bay. However, he said they help out when
they can after school and on the weekends.
Logan says his department also checks on employers
to make sure they are paying their workers at least
minimum wage and that employees are receiving proper
payment. It also makes sure there is proper record-keep
ing, and that employees are receiving fair housing,
workers’ compensation, insurance on
job-related vehicles and other benefits
provided under the Fair Labor Stan 
dards Act.
Jim Greil, a Cal Poly vegetable
science professor, said with the amnes
ty law the employer is now obligated to
check work permits.
“Fake permits are still being used,
and they (undocumented workers) are
still getting hired,” Greil said. “Bu t the
amount of non-residents has probably
been reduced, maybe by half.”
Employers can skirt responsibility
for the legality of their workers,
however, by employing sharecroppers
like Daniel, Blank said.
Sharecroppers usually work in
smaller, more remote operations like
snow-peas, which are not as strict in
checking papers. Blank explained. The
landowner splits the profits with the
sharecropper who supervises the
workers. This works out nicely for the
landowners because they are released
from the legal responsibility of the
workers, which is passed onto the
sharecropper.
The sharecropper is like a plumber.
Blank said. If the plumber’s helper does
something wrong, the plumber is
responsible, not the person hiring him.
Like a plumber, the sharecropper works
as an independent businessman and is
not entitled to disability, sick leave, in 
surance and other employee benefits.
This leaves a lot of room for the
landlord to exploit the sharecropper.
Blank said.
Blank worked on a recent case in the
California Supreme Court which said
sharecroppers are to be treated as
S e e IN SIG H T, page 8
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Amiga' 500 System

• Includes: AmigaVision"'authoring system, 68000 proces
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• Adds to the power of the Amiga 2000 with a 40 MB
hard drive
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floppy drive
• Includes: AmigaVision"'authoring system, 68000 pnxressor, 1 MB RAM, 1- 800K internal floppy drive, 40 MB
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From the basic term paper to the last detail
of an experiment, Airnga gives you the
power, creativity and experience to per
form. Amiga’s multimedia capabilities allow
you to integrate animation, sound, color
graphics and video with basic information
processing. And with AmigaVisionrour
icon-based authoring system, anyone can
experience the power and excitement of
multimedia. Arniga puts word processing,
data management and spreadsheet multi
tasking capabilities at your fingertips. And
it’s easy to use with its pull-down windows,
icons aixl mouse. All this, and a student/
faculty/university discount, prices the
Amiga far below that of other computers.
Act before June 30 and we will send you
WordPerfect’ word processing softw iie
FREE with your order.
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CALL 1-800-627-9595
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buying program eligibility form and order form.
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DIABLO
From page 1
blueprints for the two units of
the plant had been accidentally
reversed during construction,
according to the Mothers for
Peace group.
U .S. G eological Survey
seismologists reviewing a PG&E
study, now warn that the plant
might not be designed to withs
tand shaking caused by a more
severe quake which a thrust fault
could g e n e r a t e . P G & E ’s
geologists refute this contention
and disagree with others as to
what type of fault the Hosgri is
and how severe of a quake it
could produce.
“More ground motion and
more damage will be produced by
a thrust fault than a strike-slip
fault,” said Cal Poly chemistry
professor Gail Jacobson during
the evening public comment
period. “I have a house in
downtown Santa Cruz that was
very damaged by the October
quake.”
Jacobson echoed the request of
many speakers by asking the
Safety Committee to ensure that
the USGS receives sufficient
funds to study the fault further.
She added that, as far as she
knew, the 1984 Em ergency
Evacuation Plan for Cal Poly had
never been rehearsed and that
the university might not be
prepared for an earthquake
emergency involving the plant.
‘T h ere is a feeling of deja vu
here,” Cal Poly political science
professor, Richard Kranzdorf,
told the audience and committee
members. “Several of us here
have been deeply involved in the
safety plan (in case of accident at
the plant) and have been atten
ding hearings that go back near
ly a decade.”
Kranzdorf focused on two
areas of the safety plan that he
said were still inadequately ad
dressed: drills and evacuation.
K ranzdorf contended th a t
drills only were held under op
timum conditions (i.e. with good
weather, advance warning,
daylight hours, weekdays) to en
sure good results. He also
doubted that the “paltry road
network” surrounding Diablo
and San Luis Obispo could effec
tively evacuate the population.

S O U R C E : F r* « n o B m

JE N N IF E R S M T H /M u s ta n g D a ily

In a strike-slip fault (box above), two slabs of earth rub sideways past each
other while in a thrust-oblique fault (box below), the two slabs are squeezed
together, forcing one up and over the other. Experts now say the local
Hosgri earthquake fault may be a thrust-oblique fault, rather than a strikeslip as originally thought.
^

He cited the fact that on smy
given week day, 15,000 to 17,000
students sire at C eQPoly alone.
‘T h e safety plan is upgraded
each year, but neither the county
Office of Emergency Services nor
PG&E have ever said there was a
problem,” Kranzdorf said.
The former mayor of Pismo
Beach, Marion Mellow, said that
her city’s emergency plan is
“totally unworkable,” and that
the plan was designed “not for
public SEifety, but ju st to let
PG&E open the Diablo plant.”
“PG&E has put private greed
above public safety,” she said,
‘T heir concern is for profit, and
they will spEire no expense to
perpetuate the hoax that nuclear
energy is both cheap and safe —
it is neither.”
Mellow also alleged that a
significant number of Diablo
Canyon’s employees work while
under the influence of drugs and
alcohol. This accusation was
repeated by a local registered
nurse who spoke at the hearing,
saying she had seen a substantial
number of Diablo employees in t.

local emergency room and fi
private doctor’s office who had
been injured on the job while a f
fected by drugs or alcohol.
A local physician. Dr. Tom
Doorman, was one of several
speakers who spoke in favor of
the nuclear power plant. He said
t h a t n u c l e a r e n e r g y was
preferable to alternatives, such
as coal-fired plants that pollute
the atmosphere, hydroelectric
dams which flood valleys, and
foreign oil which increases our
dependency on other nations.
Several spokespersons for
Mothers for Peace were on hand
including at least two who said
they had been deeply involved in
the issue for the past 17 years.
Both emphasized that PG&E
stands to lose $2 million a day
when Diablo does not provide
electricity and feared that loss of
profits might be of more concern
to PG&E than temporarily shut
ting down for safety reasons.
Rochelle Becker of Mothers for
Peace said a Ja n . 1, 1989, rate
settlement gave PG&E $500,000
S e e D IA BLO , page 10
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From page 4
and will not be competitive, but
which of the societies involved in
the race will have found ways to
meet agreeable forms of political
culture within the medium of
technological change. He said the
strategies to find ways to demo
cratize the process of technology
amounts to an ingenious syn
t h e s i s o f c a p i t a l i s m an d
feudalism.
He said in Sweden, workers of
a newspaper industry joined
together with managers to
cooperate and design a new
system of computerized graphics,
a system designed to take into
account the s k i l l s , nee ds,
perspective and ideas of all the
people who would eventually be
using it. The result was the crea
tion of a much different pattern
of hardware and software and of
social relationships that would
have otherwise been predicted.
Also, said Winner, the educa
tion of engineers ought to
prepare them to evaluate the

kinds of political contexts,
arguments and consequences
that their work involves. He said
the meaning of experts and
technical professionals needs to
be redefined.
Not always does technology
pursue an end or purpose of some
kind, he said. He said some in 
novations are desperately look
ing for ends. The promotion of
high definition television (HDTV)
is one example Winner gave.
If one were to list the 100 or
200 greatest needs of American
society, or even the 1,000 or
2,000 greatest needs. Winner
asked, would the crucial item of
improving the clarity of the tele
vision picture be on that list?
He said the competitive state
of the nation is absurd, because
it reverses the logical priority of
needs.
He said that when studying
th e p r o s p e c t s o f m o d e r n
technology, it is important to
remember a simple question —
why? Why are we doing this, and

what ends have we chosen?
‘T h e quest for democratic citi
zenship and quest for a new
society is not a finished project
for us,” Winner said. “We cannot
rest content with the intellectual
and political accomplishments of
two centuries ago. New oppor
tunities and new dangers present
themselves on all sides.”
Winner said we can look
toward the 21st century and
realize it will be quite different.
Will it be better? Who will
decide?
He said that if we are in any
position of power to change the
world, we must become skillful
(very soon) in using ideas and
abilities that define and realize
human freedom and social justice
within the realm of technology
itself.
“If we cannot develop these
skills, or do not care to, human
freedom and dignity could well
become obsolete,” Winner said.
“It’s a great challenge, and I
wish you well."
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From page 5
employees with all the ap
propriate benefits.
Daniel said as a sharecropper
he gets 75 percent of the profits,
from which he pays his eight
workers. All his workers have
work permits, he said, and he is
covered for d i s a b i l i t y ,
unemployment and insurance. If
this is true. Blank said, Daniel is
one of the lucky ones.
‘The immigration law freed a
lot of people to get up the ladder
in this country,” Blank said.
Luis Torres, an English pro
fessor at Cal Poly and advisor to

the Ethnic Studies Coalition, a t
tended the University of Col
orado in the 19 70 s when it began
a program to recruit migrant
workers. He said 35-to-40 stu
dents constituted the program
which offered them financial aid
and tutorial services.
“Why couldn’t we do that
here?,” asked Torres. “We have
more migrants in this area than
there certainly were in Colorado.
“With Cal Poly as the major
advanced institution, it should
c e r t a in ly involve i t s e l f in
educating migrant people,” said
Torres.

Migrant workers live with hard
realities. Most of them are
squatting or stooped over all
day, an important factor in their
poor health record. A farm
worker’s average life expectancy
is 49 years as compared to 73
years for the average American.
Migrant workers are a viable,
reachable population living in our
community, who by the sweat of
th e ir brow h a v e a l m o s t
singlehandedly put food on our
tables.
Changes for the m igrant
workers come little by little, like
picking lettuce one by one.
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D elay you r p a y m en ts up to 3 m onths
90% Financing
This o jfe r is a v a ila b le up to 3 m onths b e fo r e a n d
6 m on ths a fte r you r g rad u ation
For m ore inform ation on this exciting n ew o ffer
con tact eith er o f our o ffices in
S an Luis O bispo:
6 6 5 M arsh St.
Member FDIC
tii
riWBe8
5 4 6 -5 0 0 2
or
1001 Foothill Blvd.
5 4 4 -8 3 0 0
S tart you r n ew c a r e e r with a n ew
_____ c a r that m a tch es you r sty le
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S p o rts

Women’s track wins nationals; men take 4th
By N eil P ascale

“We entered 19 athletes in a possible 29
scorirg positions and had all but one score
in the top eight,” Harter said.
To underscore the women’s dominance,
the five 1,500 meter runners scored 29
points, which alone would have been good
enough for eighth place as a team.
Additionally, Teena Colebrook’s indi
vidual point total of 20 equaled the ninth
place team’s total points.
In the 800 meters, Colebrook’s time of
2:02.49 set an NCAA record and earned
her her seventh NCAA title. The senior
also won the 1,500 meters with “a very
easy effort,” Harter said.
FVeshman Jam ie Parks was the only
other national champion for the women in
the 10,000 meters.
“She controlled the race throughout and
pulled away comfortably,” Harter said.
For the men, their fourth-place finish
was their highest since 1988 and was a
vast improvement over last year’s sev

IStatl Writer

Wanted: The Cal Poly track and field
teams are currently looking for a larger
Itrophy case. For information, contact the
ithletic department.
For the second consecutive year, the
Iwomen’s track and field team is numero
mo in the NCAA Division II. At Arm
strong Stadium in Hampton, Va., the
Mustangs rolled past opponents by rack
ing up 116 points, 44 points in front of
pecond-place finisher Norfolk State.
“A total team effort,” said Lance
larter, the women’s track and field coach.
Our quality of athlete and total team
epth proved to be too much for any
ossible team challenge.”
Not to be outdone, the men’s team capured fourth place, only six points behind
econd-place finisher, CSU Northridge.

i

[

enth-place showing.
Despite having only 12 people qualified,
the men had three national champions and
10 All-Americans.
The Mustangs dominated the most
competitive pole vault in Division II his
tory, said Tom Henderson, the men’s
track and field coach.
The previous three years, the height
that determined the winner was 16-8. This
year, 10 individuals cleared that mark and
four remained after jumping 17-0.
Nonetheless, the five Mustang vaulters
captured 26 points, the highest score for
one event by any school.
The Mustangs, however, received a
rather bad omen when their leading
vaulter, Frank Burke, became the first
man eliminated.
After suffering through rain and violent
winds, junior Kevin Rankin became the
only vaulter to clear 17-4. Seven hours

after the competition began, Rankin set a
stadium record with a vault of 17-8^2.
Junior Todd Arnett placed third in the
event with a personal best vault, sopho
more Tony Castiglioni finished fourth, also
with a personal best, senior Steve
Williams took fifth, and senior Steve
Toney placed eighth.
Freshman Scott Hempel set a stadium
record and lifetime best of 3:47.61 in win
ning the 1,500 meters.
“Scott ran a race most seniors can only
dream about,” Henderson said.
After trailing the front runners for much
of the race, Hempel moved into third with
a lap to go. With 300 meters left, he
sprinted past the indoor national champi
on, Luis Nunez, and captured the
Mustangs’ first 1,500 meter national
championship in 11 years.
The Mustangs’ third national champion
was senior Steve Neubaum in the
steeplechase.

Counting the four relay teams, the
/omen earned 32 All-American awards.

aEARANCE

STOREWIDE
SPRING

I
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Big savings on
discontinued^ outdated«
overstocked and
closeout items from

SAVE UP TO 75% ON SELECTED MERCHANDISE

all departments.
Sale starts May 21
until supplies last
Shop early for

ElG>rral

M

D

usta n g

Bcx>kstore

best selection!

Graduation classified Order Form

a il y

(iraphic Arts Bldg #226 San loiis Obispo, CA 934Ü7
(805)756-1143

Special "SCROLL
FRAME" up to 8 words
boldface ONLY $5

Name
Address
Telephone

1
1
1

Deadline:
June 1 st at 12pm
Hurry! Hurry!

.
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$ 2 .0 0 E X T R A

1

w ith y o u r

AD RATES

m in im u m 2 - l i n e

This is REGULAR 8pt type'

$110

This is 14pt type:

$2.20

a d a t o u r r e g u la r

This is ISpttype: $4.40
^
(# of lines)

1

^

r a te s

^
j
(S pcrline) (Extra Charge)
(Total Due)
U

m

y

Classified Advertising Policies
All advcmsing copy and maienali are subject to acceptance by the .Nlusung Daily Business Manager.

D1

Business Manager reserves the nght to reject all or any portion of the copy or art submitted
at any time pnor to publication, even if matenal has previously been accepted or published.
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Macs to the Max!
8 bucks an hour
at

r o e n R B S iA ilir s

C E w a

850 Foothill • University Square • 7 till Midnight • 541-COPY

THANK YOU VERY MUCH
FOR YOUR GREAT
RESPONSE!
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DIABLO
F rom pa£fe 7
a year to set up a three-member
safety com m ittee. Becker
wondered why 18 months had
passed before this first meeting
of the committee and why the
committee did “barely any
publicity” about the public hear
ing. She pointed out that her
group spent $1,000 on publiciz
ing the meeting.
Becker said that the USGS will
be working with the Nuclear
Regulatory. Commission to file a
report on the Hosgri fault in late
June or early July. She urged
pressure on Congress to approve
more funds for the study. The
fault is especially dificult to
study, Mothers for Peace says,
because it is buried under 300
feet of water, making it inac
cessible to some measurement
techniques.

Ja n e Swanson, another
Mothers for Peace member, re
quested that the Safety Commit
tee establish a permanent office
and staff in San Luis Obispo to
hear concerns of not only the
public but of Diablo employees
as well. Swanson said, however,
that as far as she knew, the
committee had no real authority
to change problems at the plant.
Several speakers challenged
the independence of the Safety
Committee and pointed out that
one member, Warren Owen, was
executive vice president of Duke
Power, overseers of eight nuclear
power plants in North and South
Carolina. The committee chair,
professor William Kastenberg of
the nuclear energy department at
UC LA , was a p p o i n t e d by
C alifornia G overnor George
Deukmejian.

CONGRATULATIONS!
ABM 1990-91 OFFICERS
NICOLE BELL,DAVE NILSEN.GINA JASPER,
WENDY WIDEMAN.MATT WOODS,
MATT CAVA,CLAUDETTE MARTINEZ,
JOHN SETTERINLERIC PETERSON,BILL
FAIRBANKS ADVISOR-JACK HERLLHY.
GOLDEN KEY MTG Wed. 6pm in UU 212
All Golden Key members invited

PCE
Last general Meeting For SPRING!
LET S END IT IN A Bi?G V«^Y!!

Find out about SUMMER PLANS!
WEDS. Sci-Norih Rm223 7pm Sharp!
Poly Pals Campout June 1 at
Santa Margarita Lake.Meet Music
Parking lu3t 5pm $3perPal.lnfo.
in mail.

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
MEETINGS ARE MONDAY&FRIDAY
12:10pm
STUDENT HEALTH CENTER RM 115
Cheap Thrills & Recycled Records
705 Marsh- SLO pays the most cash
for used cassettes, CD’s,LP's,vg’s.

MARCH

WE HAVE ACCOMODATED
MANY PEOPLE VIA

3

THANKS AGAIN!

oStennerQlen
1050 FO O T H ILL BLV D .

From page 1
World people are those who fit
into the high risk category, he
said.
“We need education, we need it
now. We’re losing our third world
people ju st as all the other com
munities are losing their people
to this virus because of the lack
of education,” he said.
Marti Fast, secretary of ASN,
told the group what they could
do to help deal with the disease.
“Education and attitude is^really
important,” Fast said. “We don’t
really have AIDS education yet.
Lobby, talk to your PTA, to
teachers, principals. See what
you can do to get AIDS educa
tion into the schools.”
Pointing to a quilt on the wall.

Fast said, “Those quilt panels
commemorate a lot of awfully
courageous people who’ve died of
AIDS.” People can help by
woiking on those quilt panels,
she said. On the quilt are the
names of the people in San Luis
Obispo County who have died of
the AIDS virus.
Steven Peterson, the first per
son with AIDS to speak at a San
Luis Obispo high school about
the disease, gave his ideas about
the virus “It’s not about death
and dying but it’s about life and
living,” Peterson said. He origi
nally moved from Miami to San
Luis Obispo to die, he said. “Well
I’ve changed my mind,” he said.
Peterson reminded the au
dience why they were par
ticipating in the candlelight

SOFT CONTACT LENSES PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED
BAUSH & LOMB SOFTSPIN

PERMAFLEX

SOFTMATE B .......... $30/pr

NATURAL.................. $44/pr

BAUSH & LOMB ‘0"

CIBOSOFT................$43/pr

SOFTMATE E .W ..... $39/pr

HYDRON................... $43/pr

march. “We are here today to
remember our friends who have
died from the disease,” he said.
‘These people didn’t die in vain.
Rather than mourn their deaths I
want for us to celebrate their
lives.”
Father A1 Syslo, of the 23rd
AIDS ministry, traveled from
Monterey and expressed his
anger for the lack of concern by
leaders. “I want to shake up the
world because I get angry,”
Syslo said. “I want to shake up
(President George) Bush. .1 want
to shake up churches. I want to
shake up civil leaders. I want to
shake up schools to be able to get
it through their head that AIDS
isn’t ju st in a (human) body but
AIDS is in the body (of people).”
Bachelor also gave a short talk.
“You can’t get AIDS from kiss
ing someone or by holding them.
The only thing you can get from
it (kissing and holding) is a lot of
love.”
After the presentation, the
group again lit candles, proceed
ed down to the courthouse with
the quilt, gathered at the steps
and sang “Love is the Only
Power.”

VARIOUS BRANDS AVAILABLE
PiMM u ll 34P-34M • 216 W. Main St.. Santa Marla

T A

X

I

Pizza* Calzone »Salads

-DELIVERS545-TAXI

Ì

I
---------- sheep ^
l i t t l e l ig h t o h t h e
s u b je c t fo r y b u a t

quality full-service
copying & graphics

copies
macintosh computers
camera work
binding
1 7 D C h o rro • SLO
c a I I f o r n I a

544-362.'5

iM ^ » g ic e g ie ià s

ASI POSITIONS

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
CONTACT JOHN PUGLIESE 546-0882

-GRADUATION GIFTS:
?? Give the perfect gift to
graduating friends
A RESUME
Written by a marketing professional
to help them get the job they've
worked so hard for! Gift
Certificates frorri $50 773-1615

Senior with lots o' family needs
AM GRADUATION TICKETS!
No one believes I'm actually graduating,
so they all want to come see it for
themselves. Call Steph, 549-8533, and
leave message

ABRACADABRA! WORD PROCESSING
‘ Senior Projects ‘ Papers 549-0371
ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING
541-4214 PROJECTS.PAPERS FROM
$2 doublespaced page. Resumes
fromSIOMARCV______________________
C.W. LAVELLE SECRETARIAL SERVICES
WP,Sr. Projects,etc..528-5830
EXPERT WORDPROCESSING. PAPERS
& PROJECTS BECKY, 549-0254_________
PAPER CHASE WORD PROCESSING
5 YRS EXP-CALL KAREN 544-2692
ProType call Patty 544-1783
Sen Proj-T/P & more-Laser Print
R&R Word Processing RONA 544-2591
Laser Printer/Student Rates/By Appt

RENT A PIANO

$35/MO. NO DELIVERY CHARGE
543-1692 Artist Piano

Counselors, Cooks, Kitchen Help,
Waterfront Staff, Program Staff,
Riding Staff,Maintenance,Nurse
needed for Girl Scout resident cam
ps, June 18-Aug.18: 3 diff.sites in
No.Calif.Call (415)562-8470,Program
Dept ,P 0,Box 2389,San Leandro,CA.
for application.
Expand resume with pract. exp.
Local Civil firm seeks 3rd-i- year
Civil student for PT/FT,flex hrs.
Some Exp. req'd. AutoCAD helps.
Resume to Box 6643. Santa Maria.
CA 93456___________________________
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16.040-$59,230/yr
Now Hiring. Call (1) 805-687-6000
Ext H-10081 for current federal
list.
Inside Sales Rep.
Career Opportunity Available with
growing computer printer manufact
urering Co. Located in Atascadero
Dynamic inside sales Rep. needed to
convert qualified prospects to
customers and to handle an existinq customer base Experience helpfuLMedical benefits & qreat growth
potential Mail resume & salary
history to Cognitive Solutions P O.
Box 2800. Atascadero,CA 93423-2800
NEED JR OR SR MECH ENGINEER TO
WORK SUMMER AT UNOCAL'S SANTA
MARIA REFINERY PRACTICAL APP
LICATION OF TECHNICAL STUDIES
SEND RESUME TO R E THOMPSON
UNOCAL 2555 WILLOW RD ARROYO
GRANDE CA 93420______________
OFFICE HELPER. IN BUILDING MAT
ERIALS YARD P.T.Approx 15 HRS
p/wk Job incl .customer assist
ance.phones. LT paper wk. office
maint.$5/HR To start please
apply at 5450 EDNA SLO 544-1343
GOVERNMENT JOBSSi6.040-$59.230 yr
Now Hiring. Call 1-805-687-6000
Ext R-10081 for current federal li

‘KEN-HEN‘:

CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR
SIGMA NU LOVELIER!
LOVE YOUR A-PHI SISTERS
DELTA UPSILON
Congrats to the Brothers of the
71st PLEDGE CLASS
On their initiation into the
Botherhood!
G PHI B GRADS- SENIOR CLEBRATION
WEEK IS HERE!! SO CELEBRATE!
PAT CLARKE & KENDRA HENGSEN
The Gentlemen of Sigma Nu want to
Congratulate
gratulate your recent
lavallierin g lll
PAUL MANTEY & HEIDI AULTMAN
The Gentlemen of Sigma Nu want to
Congratulate your recent
lauvalleringll!_____________________

ZTA
WE ARE THE
CHAMPIONS!!
ZTA and THETA CHISUPER JOB WITH GREEK WEEK!!
LOVE. ALPHA PHI__________________

Ënteftalnm ent
CASH for comics & gaming itemsSub Comics. Games & Posters
785 Marsh 541-3735________________
CASH for comics & gaming itemsSub Comics, Games & Posters
785 Marsh 541-3735
(SainM ft Comica- thè largest
selection of games for gamers
New comics in every Friday morning
Gamea People Play 1060 Broad St.
S46-6447

sj_____________________

PAIR-A-SCOPES a MAGIC MOUNTAIN '
Photo Concession is NOW HIRING!!
$6 00 Hr -i-Commission-r Season Bonus
Must be at least 18 yrs. old
Housing available
Transportation a must
If interested call Sue
__________ at 408-722-0117___________
Skyway Engineering, a Santa Maria
Civil Engr firm,seeks exp
(2 yr min) designer draftsman
PIP GP, etc AutoCad exp.desirable
Resume in confidence Box 6643,
Santa Maria, CA 93456_________________
SONIC CABLE TELEVISION
Help wanted m/f an equalopportunity
employer field sales position
commission sales flexhours
avibi immed apply at 270 Bridge St
SLO 544-1962____________

Athletic type male needed for
sports wear fitting-male size large
Hgt -5'11in.-6’1in.,Chest-43in
Waist 35«n., Hips 43in Contact
Ginger 541-0938 ext 146 at Wblls CO
I WLL PAY FOR ANY GRADUATION
TICKETS FOR ST JUNE 16TH AT 4
PM COMMENCEMENT'iPLEASE CALL
466-3948

SUMMER JOBS

FineHighSierra Family Resort seeks
live-in counselors! 19-up) to TEACH
Swimming (WSI),Archerò (21).
or Arts and Crafts ALSO NEED:
Horse Care/Groom 1-800-227-9900

ORTHODONTICS/
RETAINERS 481-1900
PORTRAITS, High Quality-Low Prices
Senior Modeling,Etc. Grég 541-0135
STUDENT SPECIAL
STEAM CLEAN YOUR CARPETS NOW
AT THIS ONE TIME ONLY PRICEI
TWO ROOMS FOR S32.50-U Move Furn.
FLOOR CARE-RUG DR.RENTS-544-8795

j} -

The Alternative
Same cars but
LOWER RATES

JÍÏ)-

«■
J i
llJÎ-

CHILDCARE DIRECTOR
Site Director for school age pro
gram. 12 ECE/BA in relevant field.
$1250/mo -♦- excl benefits. Openings
Fall '90. Resume to: Helen Roundtree Oakland,
YMCA, 2350 Broadway,
Oakland,CA 94612
COMPUTER LAB MONITOR
Positions Avail for Fall Mac and
IBM Exp Req. Flex Hrs, Enriching
Environment.Apps Avail in 12-102C
M-F,9-5.For Info Call 756-2516

Oakley,Rayban.Vuarnet.Bucci,
Suncloud and lots more. 10%
off with your student ID card
at the Sea Barn Avila Beach
Want to cut down on late night
work? Get yourself an IBM Personal
Sysfem/2 It can help you with
term papers, reports and keeping
your class notes in order. It’s
easy to learn and fun to use. Get
acquainted at your IBM campus
outlet

>»•

R EN T A CAR

jf-

w o w PJ DANCE "
Fri June 1 930-1 Mustana Lounge
$2trainees $3general Public
WEAR YOUR JAMMIES!

y^
y^

SUMMER WORK

National Retail Corp.
Interview Now
$9.25/start,flex hrt.,PT/FT
Corporate Scholarships
8:30-5 (805) 489-1690

y^

(805)541-4818 3442 Empressa Dr. San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

COMPUTER-MUST SELLISAVE $1000s
IBM 286 clone 3 mo old,16Mhz,0wait
4Mb RAM,40Mb HD,1.44 & 1.2Mb FD.
Daisy wheel & 9pin ptrs.Software.
$2150 (1/2 new cost) Jim 542-0686
JANET JACKSON TICKETS
SATURDAY, JUNE 23
PACIFIC AMP.
FOUR TICKETS AVAILABLE
$60.00 EA.
GREAT SEATS
CALL 544-3787
RUSSIAN LANGUAGE CASSETTES(28V2HR)
TEACHER MANUAL & STUDENT WORK

BOOK.
NEVER USED $190 DAN 543-1548.
Schwinn Bike-needs work- $25 OBO
Rechelle 543-7911.
TWIN SIZE LOFT W/ ATTACHED 6FT
DESK. $75 OBO KIM 541-2106

1989 HONDA ELITE SCOOTER
Like New 700mi. Inc..helmet,basket,
lock $740 Tim 543-8652 Iv. messg.

SCHWINN CRUISER $100 OBO GREAT
BIKEINEED TO SELL.CALL 541-2106.
SCHWINN CRUISER$100 OBO GREAT
BIKEINEED TO SELL.CALL 541-2106

1981 DATSUN 310, runs well.
$1,100. Stew 544-7566
84CELICA AC.ee,AM-FMCASS
66KMI EXCCOND 4800 OBO 544-6871

2 ROOMS AVAIL. IN LAG LAKE HOUSE
ONLY $234! 40WNRM SHEILA OR DOUG
541-1802 QUIETCLEAN RMMTS.________
3Bdrms avib in COOL house'!!
2Bth. W/D, GREAT loc.near Poly
$240/rm for SUMMER 545-8870________
BEG FALL QUARTER quiet.clean,
nonsmkg.fern.looking for same own
rm condo price neg call 542-9320
write 1245 PHILLIPS LN 97 SLO93401
F RMMT 2 Share room 4 smmr in
great house 200/m Carol 543-0987
Fall F RMMT Needed,Own Room,Walk
to Poly.$290.Lease Sept5-June16
Call Ann 756-3534
FEM RMT NEEDED SUMMER 150 NEG
OWN ROOM CALL 549-8878_________
Female roommate needed
for summer dose to Poly!
Call 541-t077
Females needed to share furnished
co-ed house close to campus/280
single/ 210 shared utils/June
to June lease Can sublease for
summer call Jaime 549-9620
^ OWN ROOM IN HOUSE FOR SMR ”
RENT NEG. Call KAREN 543-1231
if you called before, call again!
Great deal! FMS needed for summer
at Kris Kar $160/mo BETH 541-2991.
Homemate wanted-Nonsmkg. mature,
tidy fern looking for same Own rm.,
ful furn,$288/mo 6/90-6/91 541-3208
M RMMT 2 S i^ R E Rm I J q u TeT h O U SF
FURNISHED $212/MO 543-6201 SCOTT
MF Summer Sub-OwnLgRm HotTub Wash
Dryer BBQ- Discount'Call 543-3470

MRoommate needed Non-smkr. own rm
new house wash/dry Quiet $300/mo
541-8851 ERIC
RMS FOR RENT LARGE HOUSE AVAIL
6/20 ELIZABETH 544-6056__________
Rommate Needed Laguna area
pool etc. Call 5468870 $200
Share house $300/mo. no deposit
Close to campus 545-8121 eves.
Summer Sublet own room-close to
campus water/trash/cable paid
225mo 545-9331
SUMMER SUBLET! 1 OR 2 Females
close to campus Díame 543-1712
Summer Sublet
furnished.cleanrightnextto campus
$175.(X) neg.543-2146 ask for Cathi
SUMMER SUBLET
Own Room Laguna Lake Area
Excellent House!
Call Jen or Lori 546-0979
Why pay rent?lnvest in your own
Ibd mobile home Best offer 545-8553
SUBLET ROOM IN LG HOUSE NEGOT
RENT AVIL 6/20 5446056 EBETH

OWN ROOM OWN BATHROOM A V A IL
IN 2-STORY TOWNHOUSE. CABLE,
LAUNDRY FACIUTIES. PREFER
MALE, NONSMKR. AVAIL JUNE 15
300 /MTH CALL MIKE OR KEN
546-0257
SUMMER QUARTER
ROOM FOR RENT
CLOSE TO POLY- CABLE INCLUDEDFURNISHED-$215-i-UTILITIES
CALL CAROL 545-9219________________
SUMMER SUBLET
One Bdrm. apt close to campus
$485 00 neg 542-0933
SPACIOUS 3BR CONDO IN LAGUNA LK
many amenities
for only $1250 per month
available for up to 6 people
if interested
CALL KATHY AT 756-4367
SUMMER HOUSING $100 per month
Boarding campus,pool,library
Contact Bartman or Matt at
546-9129.

Summer Sublet
2 Bd 2 Ba Mobile Home students ok
$44,900 - 3BR 2BA Laguna Lake area
$235,000- 3BR 2BA Foothill $299,000
5BR 3BA Near Poly $439,0(X)-many
Others avail, call Jim 541-5101 or
541-1921 Century 21 Team Realty
AAA!BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES
LISTED FREE SPECIALIZING IN
STUDENT/PARENT INVESTMENTS
INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE ON
CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE
541-3432 CENTURY 21
BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO? FOR FREE
LIST OF ALL LEAST EXPENSIVE HOUSES
& CONDOS FOR SALE IN SLO. CALL
STEVE NELSON 543-8370, Farrell Smyth
Close to down town-Victorian home
plus 2 income units-lg lot $379.000________
Condo-end unit-2bdrm. 1 1/2 bath.
Ig. deck plus more! $167.(X}0.
Very Clean double wide mobile home
near downtown SLO-$25,000 2 Bdrm,
1 bth -Students O K Call Joe at
543-7261 or 544-1290 Dermody Realty

1male to share at Cedar Creek Close
to Poly, Furnished (Micro, VCR etc ),
Swimming Pool 4 Game room.
$385 for all Summer (6/15-8/31)
Call Darin @ 541-5488

Business
Directory
AOTCMIOTtVS
WINDOW TINTING Quality 3M Film
at SAN LUIS CUSTOMS 543-7878

DOMESTIC SERVICES

Teaching Summer School can be
3bdrm 2t>ath house close to Poly
and downtown Avail 6/18 549-8402
61 BROAD now has shared spots
available in 2bdrm Apts 544-7772
APT FOR LEASE.2 BDRM FURN OR
UNFURN NEAR POLY; SUMMER
RENTAL ALSO AVAIL 543-8517
APTS 1025 Foothill SLO. close
to school Rentirrg Sum ar>d
school year starting at $3(X)/mo
summer and $550 s e fx ^ year
call Dan after 5pm 541-0894
Cedar Creek Student (Dondo-2 bdrm.
2 bth-walk to school.pool.rec room.
965-1775-Avail July 1 - Aug.31
FREE HOT-TUB WITH SUMMER SUBLET^
3BDRM 11/2BATH WASH/DRY/DISH BBQ
HUGE YARD $700 MO 541-2401
FREE RENTAL LISTS
FARRELL SMYTH PROPERTY MANAGE
MENT
1411 MARSH ST. SUITE 101 543-2636
SUMMER SUBLET-ONLY$205 month for"
furnished room (includes futon)
in LARGE house-sundeck view
Females only-call quick' 544-9292

VERY TAXING
Annuities Wbst
541-4872

For Any Special Occasion
PACIFIC COAST LIMOUSINE
SLO 541-9201 North County 434-1544

PROFESSIONAL
RESUME
WRITING
SERVICE
Effective resumes written by a
marketing communications profes
sional who can capitalize on your
skills and get those interviews'
773-1615

Los Osos Mini Storage sizes vary
4x10,5x10.6x10 5x6,4x6,etc.528-8118

(SKM

NELL, TVM G^YE ME TN\S
NOO KN0Y4 VKM PK>PLt
l£OK M MODERN ^RT MD GREAT \DEA.' I'VE DEEDED
TO BECOMt A FORGER AND
MMKiS SM.-MY
OLD K\D COUD GET R\CW PA^NG OFF
FAKE PAINTINGS TO
MOSEUMS.'

A LOT OF PMNTIHGS SELL
FDR TENS OF MWLAONS Of
DOLLARS HON. SO I MAKE
A PRETTf GOOD HO)RL'<

ty j SHOULD pRoEASiy
OUT THE COP1RK3HT DATE ON
THE CARTOON STAT\0NER'(
OOH '(EAH,
GLAD yoO
CAJDHT TNAT'

FRENCH & RUSSIAN ALL LEVELS
544-7460

CONSHA'S OFFICE SUPPLY
TYPING $1 50 PER PAGE 773-5851
Time Is passing. Are you?
Aardvark Editing offers reliable
proofreading, editing and writing
assistance for all types of pa
pers and projects, quick service,
reasonable rates and the initial
consultation Is free! Call us at
545-9918 from 5 to 9pm!
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READINGS

OUTREACH
From page 1
to look to them to fill the need.”
SMART! began in the spring
of 1989 with a pilot group of 50
students. The students were
brought to Cal Poly and took
special classes. But the program
did not really take form until this
year.
The program consists of two
Cal Poly campus visits and one
visit to Arroyo Grande High
School. Students visit the uni
versity in the fall and spring
quarter, with Cal Poly students
and faculty visiting them a t Ar
royo Grande High School in the
winter.
In the first visit to campus this
year, the students took classes in
science and math related courses.
They also participated in lab
practices and experiments.
*‘One of the classes had Phil
Bailey demonstrating the effects
of dry ice on different things
such as bananas,” Somppi said.
‘T h e kids were ju st fascinated.”

In winter, the students and
their parents were treated to an
ice cream social. Cal Poly stu
dents talked about the impor
tance of college as well as showed
slides of the fall quarter visit.
Bailey even supplied a magic
show as entertainment.
On May 18, 100 students from
Judkins and Paulding and 15
from Middle F lam so n p a r
ticipated in the second on-cam
pus visit. They took classes in
agriculture, architectu re and
engineering. The opening session
consisted of messages from three
Cal Poly students in architec
ture, agriculture and engineering
who spoke about the importance
of attending college.
The students, divided into
seven groups, were then taken by
Cal Poly students to three dif
ferent short classes. The classes
dealt with such diverse subjects
as animal reproduction, concrete
mixing and computer drawing.

“All of you started like this,”
said animal science professor
William Plummer showing a fer
tilized mouse egg to a group of
Paulding students.
“Look at that,” said Reuben
Ferias. “I ju st love science.”
Fierstine said the program
coordinators are developing a
high school program to work
with five to 10 “graduates” from
the SMART! program.
‘T h e students will be assigned
a high school and Cal Poly
counselor,” Fierstine said. “Then
they will be given projects and
periodically visit Cal Poly to
work on them.”
Other projects the program
coordinators are working on are
strengthening the selection pro
cess and expanding the program
so that it can feed into other
programs such as M inority
E n g in e e r in g and S c ie n c e
A chievem en t and Upward
Bound.

From page 1
because he became involved in
scholarly writing. He writes both
forms now, but his love for
creative writing has become the
stronger of the two.
“I’m sure if you ask my wife,
she’d say, ‘He is always writing,’
” said Irvin. He said this is
because he usually writes after
his children go to bed as well as
early in the morning, such as be
fore church, when all is quiet and
he has some time to himself.
Irvin said every time he finds
himself with an extra 15 minutes
or so, his first thoughts are of
what he can write about.
Though Irvin has not had any
thing published, he said he has
written about a dozen stories and
a short novel.
Huston has had her work
published, and she said it takes
her between two and five years

before she is satisfied to send a
new work to a publisher.
“Writing is a way to figure out
how to live and find meaning in a
life, which is essentially tragic,”
said Huston.
The story she will read Wed
nesday was w ritten as an
undergraduate at Cal Poly two
years ago in a fiction writing
class. At the time, she was tak
ing 27 units, and took this class
to continue writing.
“I’ve always written,” Huston
said. “It’s a compulsion.”
Huston said she wrote poetry
as a child, and wrote two novels
when she was seven and nine.
Huston said writing can also
be a “monkey on my back,”
because of the amount of time
she devotes to it.
She said she hopes the au
dience is moved emotionally by
her story.

President of Harvard University
resigns after nearly two decades

MURRAY STREET STATION
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graduate, earned a law degree
from Harvard in 1954. He joined
the Harvard Law School faculty
in 1958 and became dean of the
school in 1968.
During his tenure as Harvard’s
president, Bok established both
the John F. Kennedy School of
Government and revived an
undergraduate core curriculum
based on the study of classics.

BLACK & WHITE FILM
PROCESSED TASTl

LIVING ROOM

Qoset

Murray Street Station Presents a One Bedroom Apartment. Designed and Built
with Students in Mind. Unlike a Single Room Studio, These Come Equiffped with
a Complete Kitchen, Living Room, Bathroom and Bedroom with Two Closets.
Each Apartment is Furnished and Has Been Renovated, Including Paint, Carpet,
and Linoleum. The Complex Features a Computer/Study Room, Swimming Pool
and Barbeques Located Throughout the Attractively Landscaped Grounds.
1262 MURRAY ST

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) Derek C. Bok, president of H ar
vard University since 1971 and
one o f A m e r i c a ’s fo rem o st
educators, has resigned his post,
it was announced Tuesday.
A spokesman for the universi
ty, could not immediately offer
reasons for the resignation or
any details of its timing.
Bok, a Stanford University

We can print your B&W film overnight - in by 6
p.m., out by 11 a.m.! Come in and check out
our full line of B&W services at-

Laguna Village Shopping Center
Los Osos Valley Rd. at Madonna Rd.

541-3856

STUDENTS WANT PERKS
FOR THEIR MONEY!

543-6491

GERE SIBBACH, CPA
For Auditor-Controller
• TI m Only C al Foly Q ra iiia ta
• T k a O aly O a rtlfla a F aM ie A a eo a a ta a t

V - CaI Poly Shuttle (!*•▼€•twtc« per hour)
V - Heated Swimming Pool
V - Weight Room
V - Tennis Court
V - Basketball Court

V>/ V-

Study Room with Computers
Laundry Facilities
Next to Lucky Shopping Center
Re-Furnished Apartments

• Fravaa A aail lia a a ^ a r aad P la a a ela l M aaaoar
t»r b)f.

^SIBBACH
for

AUDITOR

OMipsifn O M iM im *. Pstrlek Tiribbett, TroMerer
7100 Bbll« Vista. AlasoaOsre, Os t 0 4 I t

ITNIVERSITV

01

BRO /U)

s I K r. n I

A R D E N S - * -

766 Boysen Avenue
Apply in Groups of Four

Reservations Now
Being Accepted

544-7772

•
•
•
•

2 Bedroon Furnished Apartments
School Year Lease - Sept. 1 to June 30
$775.00 Per Month
3 Person O c cu p a n c y

• 1/2 mile to Cal Poly Campus
• C ab le T.V., w ater, trash provided
• G a rb a g e an d Storage Units

CONTACT Dan at 543-6819

